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ABSTRACT
Research advancements allow computational systems to automatically caption social media images. Often, these captions are evaluated with sighted humans using the image as a reference. Here, we explore how blind and visually impaired people experience these captions in two studies about social media images. Using a contextual inquiry approach (n=6 blind/visually impaired), we found that blind people place a lot of trust in automatically generated captions, filling in details to resolve differences between an image’s context and an incongruent caption. We built on this in-person study with a second, larger online experiment (n=100 blind/visually impaired) to investigate the role of phrasing in encouraging trust or skepticism in captions. We found that captions emphasizing the probability of error, rather than correctness, encouraged people to attribute incongruence to an incorrect caption, rather than missing details. Where existing research has focused on encouraging trust in intelligent systems, we conclude by challenging this assumption and consider the benefits of encouraging appropriate skepticism.
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INTRODUCTION
Thanks to advances in AI, computational systems are now capable of automatically generating captions describing objects, people, and scenery in images (e.g., [9,12,27]). While these systems vary in accuracy, they are prominent enough that we are beginning to see them integrated into social media platforms (e.g., [33]). One group that stands to benefit from these advancements are blind and visually impaired people (BVIP), who have expressed frustration with increasingly visual content on social media [22,29,32]. Knowing the content of images in social contexts allows BVIPs to more fully participate in social conversations, get more information from news, and enjoy entertainment or humor [22]. Automatic captioning tools have the potential to empower BVIPs to know more about these images without having to rely on human-authored alt text (which is often missing [4,13,26]) or asking a sighted person (which can be time consuming or burdensome [3,5,6]).

Because AI systems used for image captioning were not designed with BVIP use as a primary scenario, they have been evaluated by measuring the similarity between a machine’s output and that of a sighted human [16,23]. Sometimes this is done through user studies where sighted people are asked to rate the quality of a caption for a given image [25,27] or choose the best from a series of captions [9]. This does not take into account the experiences of BVIPs, who cannot use the visual image as a reference point and would be experiencing these captions outside of a controlled experimental context.

In this paper, we explore how blind and visually impaired people experience automatically generated captions on social media. We focus specifically on Twitter, since it is heavily used by BVIPs [5] to access a range of types of content (news, humor, etc.) across different relationships (personal, professional, strangers) [22]. Using a contextual inquiry approach, we find that BVIPs place a great deal of trust in these captions, often filling in details to resolve differences between a tweet’s text and an incongruent caption (where the image caption does not seem to match the content or context of the tweet). We build on these findings by conducting an online experiment to explore this phenomenon on a larger scale and investigate the role of caption phrasing in encouraging trust or skepticism. Our findings suggest that captions worded in a way that emphasize the probability of error, rather than correctness, encourage BVIPs to attribute incongruence to an incorrect caption rather than to missing details. The specific contributions of this work are:

1) A description of blind people’s experiences with automatically generated image captions.
2) An evaluation of the role of phrasing on a blind person’s trust in a caption.
3) Recommendations for automated captioning systems and further areas of research.
RELATED WORK

Social Media & Visual Impairments

Social media use continues to be popular, and this is also true among BVIPs [5,22,29,32]. Specifically, previous work has explored BVIP experiences on Facebook and Twitter. Wu and Adamic [32] found many similarities between blind and sighted Facebook users, but noted that while visually impaired users post more status updates, they post and engage with fewer photos. Voykinska et al. [29] explored this phenomenon further, focusing on how blind people interact with visual content on Facebook. They describe blind users’ interest in participating in common Facebook activities such as posting a photo or commenting on a friend’s photo, alongside a fear of getting something wrong and a frustration with the lack of useful contextual information. The authors outline strategies people use to interpret visual content, finding that author-generated descriptions, when available, were considered the most useful. More recently, Facebook released an automatic image captioning tool that provides a list of objects and scenes identified in a photo [33].

In Brady et al.’s [5] study of how BVIPs use social media sites, they found that blind people are especially active on Twitter because of its simple, text-based interface. In June 2011, Twitter added capabilities for photo sharing [11] and Morris et al. [22] described the impact this change had on BVIPs. Their study highlighted challenges with the increasing prevalence of images. Since this time, Twitter added the ability to include alt text descriptions of images with a tweet [19], but this setting must be enabled explicitly.

Automatic Image Captioning

While existing research has examined ways of generating better captions manually [21], an interesting new approach to addressing the lack of descriptions for social media images is to generate these alt text captions automatically. Research in this area has generally been focused on the necessary artificial intelligence advancements (particularly in computer vision and natural language generation) to be able to accomplish such a task with a reasonable level of accuracy [10,17,23,25,27,34]. Recent successes have resulted in the deployment of such tools in a variety of applications, including as part of social platforms [33].

These solutions are typically evaluated using standardized metrics measuring the similarity between a machine's output and that of a sighted human [16,23]. These metrics help compare various algorithms when they are run on common datasets. Researchers also often conduct user studies, asking sighted individuals to rate the quality of a caption for a given image [25,27], or asking them to choose the best of a series of captions [9] to assess the quality difference between human-authored captions and machine-generated captions. This makes sense given that most work on automated captioning is not focused on generating alt text for BVIPs, but rather is motivated by scenarios like providing metadata to improve image search. The evaluation criteria for caption quality and the cost/benefit tradeoffs for different types of errors are different than they would be if designed with accessibility as the primary scenario. The fact that such systems are now being repurposed for accessibility purposes (as in [33]) requires a reexamination of their fundamental assumptions, such as what makes a good caption or what the relative risks are in the precision/recall tradeoff.

In this work, we build on previous research on BVIP experiences with visual content on social media and focus specifically on automatically generated captions. We explore how these captions are experienced in situ by blind users who cannot see an image and therefore do not have the same frame of reference for the quality of the caption as the sighted people that have historically evaluated these algorithms. We contribute to understanding how to adapt existing caption generation tools to accessibility scenarios.

Framing Effects

Previous research has shown that BVIPs appreciate hearing captions provided as complete sentences, rather than as a list of keywords [33]. This requires not only advanced computer vision and deep learning techniques but also advanced techniques for converting those results to natural language. As such, some implementations (such as on Facebook [33]) choose to provide a list of keywords to better prioritize accuracy. Other implementations do integrate the captions into full sentences (such as in Microsoft’s Cognitive Services Computer Vision API [36]), but little is known about the implications of the way in which these captions are worded.

We turn to research from psychology on framing effects [28] to explore different ways of wording captions to give people a more accurate sense of how reliable they are. Work on framing effects discusses how people react to information when it is framed differently, and the impact this has on decision making. Commonly this is done as a study of positive versus negative framing. For example, Marteau [20] compared differences in a decision to undergo surgery between people presented with either the phrasing “X% chance of dying” (negative framing) or “Y% chance of surviving” (positive framing), finding that people tended to be more risk-averse in the negative framing scenario and more risk-tolerant in the positive framing scenario.

Framing effects are also sometimes studied by comparing natural language and numeric risk descriptors. Young et al. [35] compared participants’ perceptions of risk when presented with semantic descriptions (i.e., plain English) and with numeric values, finding that people tend to overestimate the likelihood of low probability events when provided with natural language descriptions.

Framing effects have been studied in many different contexts, and have been used to inform the design of persuasive technology within the HCI community [7,8,14,18]. In our work, we explore the application of framing to image captioning as a way of communicating confidence in the accuracy of a caption.
CONTEX TUAL INQUIRY ON EXPERIENCES WITH IMAGE CAPTIONS IN THE TWITTER FEED

In the first phase of our research, we used contextual observations and interviews with a small number of blind Twitter users (n=6) to better understand their current experiences navigating images in their Twitter feed. We also introduce captioned images into the Twitter feed to gauge responses to the automatically generated captions.

Method

Recruitment & Participants

We targeted Twitter users for our study, so we recruited participants primarily through Twitter and additionally through snowball sampling. We sent tweets from our personal and organizational accounts using hashtags relevant to our target demographic, such as #blind and #visuallyimpaired (a general hashtag related to accessibility). We purchased advertising on Twitter to promote our tweets, targeting our ads to Twitter users in our geographic area who had previously used hashtags relating to accessibility or visual impairments, and had interests similar to accounts relating to blindness (e.g. advocacy organizations or services used by people who are visually impaired).

To be eligible for our in-person study, participants had to be at least 18 years old and use Twitter on an iOS device using the VoiceOver screen reader. This VoiceOver screen reader converts on-screen information to aural speech. In the case of a mobile Twitter app, VoiceOver will read out loud the tweet author, the tweet text, descriptions of any emojis, any alt text associated with an image, and the number of likes or retweets. Participants were instructed to bring their personal iOS device to the study, so they could easily use their preferred settings (such as a comfortable speed for VoiceOver). Each participant received a $150 VISA gift card as gratuity. Information about the six participants who took part in this study can be found in Table 1.

Procedure

To ground our understanding of blind people’s experiences on Twitter, we began by asking participants to open their preferred Twitter application and use it as normal. We asked them to think out loud, describing what they were doing. We used example tweets and images from their personal feeds to ground conversations around their experience with images in the feed and with Twitter as a whole.

We then directed participants to a specific Twitter account we created. This account consisted of 14 tweets, each with an image and an alt text caption. The tweets in this account were collected from hashtags that were trending during the period leading up to the study (e.g., #ThrowbackThursday, #MyUnOlympicEventWouldBe, #AlwaysMakesMeSmile, #WhenIWasYoung) as well as from popular Twitter accounts (e.g., Ellen DeGeneres, Buzzfeed, The New York Times). We selected tweets to represent a range of topics including memes, humor, news, politics, and celebrities.

We used the Microsoft Cognitive Services API’s [37] to automatically generate captions for the images. These captions are full sentence descriptions of objects and known celebrities in the image. We also used Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to transcribe text in images that were text-heavy. An important note is that these captions ranged substantially in their accuracy: some captions were mostly accurate and complete (6 captions), some were correct but were missing some important information (4 captions), and some were completely wrong (4 captions). The Microsoft Cognitive Services Computer Vision API [36] provides a confidence measure of the caption results, and Microsoft’s CaptionBot.ai tool [38] integrates these into the full sentence descriptions, typically in the form “I’m not really sure but I think it’s…” or “I’m 98% sure that’s…”.

We asked participants to search for this Twitter account and go through these tweets, again thinking out loud. We told participants that the images’ alt text came from a computer algorithm, and explained that phrasing like “I’m not really sure but I think…” or “I’m 98% sure that is a picture of…” would give them a sense of how confident the algorithm was in the caption it had generated. We warned them explicitly that captions would sometimes be wrong.

After participants reviewed these tweets, we asked questions about their experience with the captions and what they found useful. We then asked how much they trusted the accuracy of the captions and whether there were any captions they thought were wrong or incomplete. We revealed some of the tweets that had entirely incorrect captions and provided more accurate descriptions of the images. We additionally asked how they would behave had these tweets shown up in their regular news feed, and whether they preferred more information (even if it was sometimes wrong) or less information (but have it be more reliable).

Analysis

We recorded audio and video of our observations and interview sessions with participants. Each study session took approximately one hour. We iteratively analyzed these sessions using open and axial coding.

Findings

Participants tended to trust the captions, commenting “I felt pretty confident about them being accurate” (P2). P1 explained, “I have to trust them because I don’t have any form of reference...Unless somebody sighted were saying ‘I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Visual Impairment</th>
<th>App</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Blind since birth</td>
<td>Twitterific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Blind since birth</td>
<td>Twitterific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Blind since birth</td>
<td>Twitterific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Blind since birth</td>
<td>Twitterific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Minimal light perception since birth</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Minimal light perception for past 7 years.</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Contextual Inquiry Participant Demographics.
Some participants expressed skepticism when asked about trust in captions in general, but this was not reflected in their behavior during the think-aloud protocol. For example, P3 claimed that she was only 50% trusting of the captions and said that she normally confirms the content of an image with her daughter before taking an action. She explains, “if I’m going to retweet something, I want to know that I’m retweeting what I think it is… I definitely wouldn’t retweet that without somebody looking at it first. And after all these years my daughter is getting to the point where she’s like ‘mooooooommm’ ‘Oh just tell me! Minimum words! I know you can do it in 145 characters!’ and I’ll go ‘okay, I’m going to retweet that to people I know’. So I don’t retweet a photo unless I truly know.” Yet, when it came to specific examples from our set of tweets (in this case, the Hillary Clinton tweet from Figure 1) she expressed, “I probably would have just retweeted it thinking it was a photo of a skateboarder.” This could have potential social consequences for her: “I would have been so in trouble by my friends…People would be like, ‘I thought we don’t talk about politics…’, ‘I thought we keep this clean…’, ‘Are you supporting her?’ I’d be all like ‘calm down, calm down I thought it was this.’”

**Resolving Dissonance**

Participants described assessing the accuracy of the caption based on how well it matched their expectations given the tweet text. P4 explained that his trust varied depending on this mismatch: “When it made sense, I tended to trust it. When it didn’t make sense or I couldn’t see how it related, I was like ‘where does this come from?’ Maybe I don’t trust it.” Yet when participants were reviewing the tweets (after they had been warned captions could be wrong, but before they had been told which ones were wrong), they resolved this dissonance not by suggesting that the caption was wrong, but by describing scenarios or explanations that would connect an unexpected image to the tweet text. In one example, P2 reviewed the tweet in Figure 2 and resolved this dissonance with the explanation, “Okay, so it’s a tennis player. Who, if I recognized tennis players, maybe she’s gay.” Similarly, P3 explained the incongruence in Hillary Clinton’s tweet in Figure 1 by filling in a detail about it being an older man on a skateboard: “If you say, there’s an older man on a skateboard at night that would make more sense. That’s the way I take ‘our best days are behind us’ because I’m an old lady…which is not true because I’ve seen people in their 90s do amazing things.”

P5 didn’t have a resolution for the dissonance, but instead thought the answer might be found in the linked article and was curious to find out more: “Like huh. Why is a tennis racket involved in this story? … like the way pictures are eye catching to people, it would engage a different side of my perception. Saying, oh tennis racket. I don’t play tennis, but maybe that’s even more interesting than I thought. Because, why is there a tennis racket involved in this story?”

**Awareness of Disclaimers**

Participants showed signs of at least being aware of the disclaimers and confidence warnings, sometimes stopping to comment on them. P1 stopped after a tweet to remark “That’s funny…” explaining, “Just their comment, ‘I think it’s a tree but I’m not sure.’ It’s like, okay, whatever.” P3 was similarly amused by the captions, mimicking “He THINKS it’s a plate of pasta and broccoli? You don’t know????? How bad is that picture…?” P5 told us that the confidence levels were the least useful of all the information that had been presented to him, stating that “Me personally I know, and I think most people would understand, that it is a computer algorithm.”

**Expertise on Computer Vision**

Participants worked hard to explain the failings of the captioning algorithm or described how they imagined it worked. Several participants brought up some background they had in software development or some familiarity with
technology that they credited for this understanding. As P4 described, “I don’t see how a table looks like another guy at all. Or a tree looks like an infographic. I mean it’s got text it should be able to recognize that. I’m a software developer for a living so I’d say my opinions are kind of educated.”

Even participants who did not mention any expertise in technology worked to understand how a caption might be wrong, often either personifying the algorithm or referring to a programmer that was responsible for the captions. P3 reviewed an image that the algorithm had labelled as pasta with broccoli and asked, “Is [the image] fuzzy? Is it not clear enough to know the difference between a green and a tan colored food?” After we described the food as linguini with spinach, she concluded, “No wonder he was confused it might be broccoli. Greenness kind of confuses people who don’t know vegetables. It’s green right?”

When describing their understanding of the limitations of such algorithms, some participants still underestimated how wrong a caption could possibly be. Before receiving the accurate description of the image in Figure 2, P5 stated, “I would understand if it turned out to be a beach ball or something whatever looks like a tennis racquet. Or a badminton paddle or something. A racquetball racquet. I would understand if it turned out to be different.”

Risk Tolerance
Participants varied in their willingness to encounter wrong captions from time to time (in exchange for more information) as opposed to having limited information (that was consistently correct). P2 preferred some risk, feeling that “most of the time it’s going to be fairly accurate” whereas P3 expressed that “even if it was less information but it was what it was, I would have more confidence in retweeting it.”

P4 was trusting of the captions before hearing descriptions of the images but quickly stated, “It doesn’t really give me confidence if it can be THAT wrong” after he heard accurate descriptions of some images. And yet when asked about the tradeoff between correctness and detail, he still said “I think I’d rather have more information that could be wrong. I can make that decision whether I want to trust it or not.”

Summary
Overall, our observations suggested that participants believed many incorrect captions, despite their self-reported double-checking strategies and abilities to correctly assess the accuracy of a caption. Rather than suspect a caption was wrong, they filled in details to resolve incongruences between a tweet’s text and its caption.

Limitations
It can be challenging to recruit BVIPs for in-person studies, and our sample size from this first study is accordingly limited. However, these exploratory contextual inquiry sessions with BVIPs revealed a number of challenges with automatically generated captions. Even when we explicitly, deliberately primed participants (telling them the captions came from algorithms, warning them the captions might be wrong, explaining how to interpret the confidence disclaimers) issues of trust rose to the surface. Being aware of these issues made it possible for us to construct a second study (our online experiment) to explore this phenomenon on a larger scale online.

Additionally, we are conscious that behaviors and perceptions communicated in this lab study, particularly those about behaviors in response to captions and anticipated social consequences, may not be reflective of in situ interactions. This is a challenging area to study in the wild, because so few images on Twitter currently have any image descriptions, and to our knowledge none are automatically generated. This may be an interesting area of future study as captioning systems become more widely used.

Finally, although we did not explicitly collect data about education or employment from participants in this study, several participants referred to a background in software engineering or some relevant technical field during our discussions with them. These were people who seemed to have high numeracy skills, and we were unsure whether responses to disclaimers like “I’m 98% sure that’s…” might be different for different levels of education or numeracy. It’s also possible that people with strong technical backgrounds might understand captioning systems differently from people without that same experience. In our second study, we explicitly asked about education level and technical proficiency of participants and found these items were not predictive of trust in captions.

EXPERIMENT ON THE IMPACT OF CAPTION PHRASING ON TRUST AND SKEPTICISM
Building from our interview results, we conducted an online experiment to explore themes of trust in incongruent captions on a larger scale. We additionally explored ways of phrasing the captions to encourage a higher level of distrust in captions that intuitively seem off. This experiment was designed to answer three main research questions:

1) To what extent are our findings from the contextual inquiry study consistent on a larger scale?
2) Is research on positive and negative framing effects relevant in constructing captions to direct trust?
3) Is there a difference between a caption phrased using numeric values and a caption phrased using natural language with respect to directing trust?

Method
Recruitment & Respondents
As in our contextual interviews, we recruited through Twitter using the #blind and #ally hashtags. We again purchased advertising on Twitter, targeting users in the United States who had previously used hashtags relating to accessibility or visual impairments with interests similar to accounts relating to blindness. Participants had to be at least 18 years old, living in the U.S., with a visual impairment, and use Twitter. Each respondent received a $5 Amazon gift card as gratuity.
We received 100 valid responses to our experiment. Participants ranged in age from 20 – 66 (M=33.8), 30% identified as female and 69% as male. They had been experiencing their visual impairment for 1 – 66 years (M=12) and 21% had experienced their visual impairment since birth. Respondents had tweeted a median of 3,918 tweets (mean 19,653). They had a median of 270 followers (mean 707) and were following a median of 379 accounts (mean 1,812). Participants had varied educational and professional backgrounds; 38% had completed college, and 44% had a career involving technology in some capacity.

**Procedure**

We designed an online experiment using the SurveyGizmo tool, and pilot-tested the experimental questionnaire with a range of screen readers to ensure accessibility. There were four parts to this instrument:

1) **Background questions**: Description and length of visual impairment, age, gender, education, skill level and background in technology, frequency of Twitter use, Twitter client(s) used, and Twitter handle (used to look up number of tweets posted, number of followers, and number of accounts followed).

2) **Tweets and understanding**: We provided ten tweets (in random order). As in the first study, we warned participants that the captions were generated by a computer algorithm and may not always be accurate. For each tweet, participants heard the tweet author, the tweet text, and a computer-generated caption describing the tweet’s associated image attachment. After each tweet, we asked participants to rate on Likert scales the extent to which the caption improved their understanding of the image and their understanding of the tweet as a whole. Drawing from research on Bayesian Truth Serum [24] (a method for eliciting truthful subjective data where objective truth is unknowable), we also asked the extent to which the caption would be helpful to other visually impaired people.

3) **Overall trust**: After having reviewed all ten tweets, respondents rated how much they trusted the captions overall and whether they thought other visually impaired people could trust the captions. We also asked them to rate the intelligence of the computer algorithm that had generated the captions.

4) **Request for further information**: We asked respondents which of the images they would like more information on and why/why not. Options for why/why not included being interested/disinterested in the tweet, trusting/distrusting the caption, finding the caption to be sufficiently/insufficiently detailed, or a write in option.

5) **Optional debriefing**: At the end of the questionnaire, respondents had the option to click a link that took them to an accurate, human-authored descriptions of the images.

Respondents were randomly assigned to four possible study conditions. We varied framing [whether the confidence measure accompanying each caption was framed positively (i.e., how confident the algorithm was that the caption was correct) or negatively (i.e., how confident the algorithm was that the caption was incorrect)], and we varied abstraction [whether the confidence measure was presented as an exact numeric value (i.e., a percentage amount) or in a natural language frame (i.e., using words)], resulting in four possible variants (2 framings x 2 abstractions), as shown in Table 2. In the natural language conditions, the percentage values were grouped into four bins (Table 3). The captions and confidence values were taken from Microsoft’s Cognitive Services Computer Vision API [36]. The caption text (the description of the image that follows the confidence value (i.e., a percentage amount) or in a natural language frame (i.e., using words), and we varied abstraction [whether the confidence measure was presented as an exact numeric value (i.e., a percentage amount) or in a natural language frame (i.e., using words)], resulting in four possible variants (2 framings x 2 abstractions), as shown in Table 2. In the natural language conditions, the percentage values were grouped into four bins (Table 3). The captions and confidence values were taken from Microsoft’s Cognitive Services Computer Vision API [36]. The caption text (the description of the image that follows the confidence value) was consistent across study conditions.

The tweets in the study were taken from popular hashtags or Twitter accounts, across a range of topics. We selected images that would allow for a range of congruence with the tweet (i.e., how well the caption matches expectations based on the tweet), with a focus on the extreme cases; we included four tweets with high congruence, four tweets with low congruence, and two tweets in the middle.

We also selected tweets with images that would allow for a range of confidence (as reported by the Cognitive Services API), again focusing on the extreme cases; we included four tweets with low reported accuracy (low confidence), four with high reported accuracy (high confidence), and two in the middle (one on each side of 50%).

Note that these two taxonomies (confidence and congruence) overlap partially, but not entirely, and that the API’s reported confidence level does not always match what a sighted human might assign as an accuracy score. The tweets used in this study, as well as our classifications of congruence and confidence can be found in Table 4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tweet author and text</th>
<th>Confidence Disclaimers</th>
<th>Caption Text</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Human-Authored Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALensOnAmerica. Share your best wildlife photo from a national park and get feedback from @chamiltonjames. #YourShot.</td>
<td>There's a 25% chance that's...</td>
<td>The image shows two otters floating on their backs in the water. One is sleeping and the other has its mouth open as though it's smiling.</td>
<td><img src="image1.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bloggess. I feel like I'm intruding in my own kitchen. &quot;I'll just see myself out. I didn't know this room was reserved.&quot;</td>
<td>There's a 80% chance that's...</td>
<td>There are three cats sitting on the counters in a kitchen staring somewhat menacingly at the camera.</td>
<td><img src="image2.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buzzfeed. 19 of the most disrespectful sandwiches ever made.</td>
<td>There's a 52% chance that's...</td>
<td>The image is two photos of open faced sandwiches. The first is an English muffin with a tiny piece of ham on one half and a tiny fried egg on the other half. The second is two slices of bread and one tiny piece of cheese on one half.</td>
<td><img src="image3.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole Foods Market. Ready for #summer entertaining? Plan w/ special diets in mind. #glutenfree #paleo #vegan</td>
<td>There's a 94% chance that's...</td>
<td>The image shows a plate of pasta with a green pesto sauce and fresh basil leaves mixed in.</td>
<td><img src="image4.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fizzington Womack. For the last time, quit pointing that thing at me. I am not a Pikachu! #PokemonGo</td>
<td>There's a 99% chance it's...</td>
<td>It's a cat sitting on a couch.</td>
<td><img src="image5.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard Business Review. 5 psychological principles to help us interpret recent political events — and be better at predicting future outcomes.</td>
<td>There's a 99% chance that's...</td>
<td>The image shows a dinner table with plates and cutlery all set out. Near the middle of the table there's an image of Donald Trump’s head. It sort of looks like it was printed on paper and cut out and placed on the table.</td>
<td><img src="image6.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Tweets used in the online experiment (continued on next page).
Analysis
In our analysis, we primarily considered two independent variables, each with two levels: 1) framing of the caption (positive vs. negative) and 2) the abstraction of the caption (numeric vs. natural language). Additionally, we sometimes considered 3) the congruence of the caption (high vs. low) or 4) the confidence reported in the caption (high vs. low).

When we consider congruence, we exclude tweets with medium congruence as these are cases that did not fit cleanly into either the high or the low category (or could arguably fit into either). We similarly exclude the tweets with medium confidence when looking for differences by confidence level.

We focused our analysis on a number of different dependent variables. From part two of the experimental instrument we collected three Likert scale ratings for understanding (“This caption improved my understanding of the image,” “This caption improved my understanding of the tweet as a whole,” “I think other visually impaired people would find this caption helpful”). We will refer to these three questions of understanding as U1, U2, and U3 throughout our findings. These questions were five-point scales answered for each tweet.

From part three, we collected three Likert scale ratings relating to overall trust (“Overall, I trust these captions,” “I think other visually impaired people could reasonably trust these captions,” and “How intelligent do you think the computer algorithm that came up with these captions is?”). We will refer to these three five-point overall trust scales as OT1, OT2, and OT3.

From part four, we collected data for whether or not a given caption was sufficiently detailed and whether or not participants had trust that the caption is correct. We refer to these three-point scales as D for detailed and T for trust throughout the findings. As in part two, these questions were answered for each tweet.
FINDINGS
To explore the findings from our initial study (i.e., the contextual inquiry) on a larger scale we explored the extent to which a participant’s self-reported trust in the captions overall aligned with how useful they found each specific caption (and whether this changed depending on how the caption was phrased). Implicit in this comparison are two assumptions: 1) at least one part of finding a caption to be useful in situ is believing it to be true, and 2) believing a caption to be useful may influence a decision about an image (such as whether to retweet it or not).

Overall Trust in Captions vs. Perceived Utility of Captions
For the questions about overall trust in the captions (OT1 – OT3) we found that respondents were fairly trusting of captions overall; Likert scale responses were slightly skewed towards the upper part of the five-point scale (OT1 M=3.9, SD=0.8; OT2 M=3.7, SD=0.9; OT3 M=3.8, SD=0.8). We conducted Mann-Whitney’s U tests to compare differences in trust overall (OT1 – OT3) and found no significant differences between study groups, which suggests that caption phrasing did not make a difference to one’s assessment of the captioning technology’s trustworthiness overall; participants reported that, as a whole, they found the captioning system to be trustworthy.

For responses to questions about the usefulness of specific captions (U1 – U3) we found that respondents found the captions to be helpful overall. As with trust, Likert scale responses were slightly skewed towards the upper part of the scale (U1 M=3.7, SD=0.9; U2 M=3.6, SD=0.9; U3 M=3.7, SD=0.9). We similarly conducted Mann-Whitney’s U tests for U1 – U3 and found no significant differences between groups for these questions, suggesting that phrasing did not make a difference to one’s assessment of usefulness overall.

Differences in Trust by Caption Type
Next, we were interested in whether there were differences in trust for different kinds of captions. In particular, we were interested in cases of extreme (in)congruence. Tweets with high congruence were cases where the image caption was closely related to the tweet’s context (i.e., the tweet text and author). Tweets with low congruence were cases where the caption was unexpected or weird, given the tweet text. These assignments were made manually by the research team and informed by our observations in the contextual interviews. Our goal by altering phrasing of tweets was to encourage BVIPs to respond to these cases of low congruence with more skepticism, considering the possibility the caption might be wrong rather than assuming it was correct and building unsupported narratives to fill in missing details.

We were also interested in cases where the caption was either highly confident or highly uncertain. In some cases, the confidence estimations were incorrect (e.g., “There’s a 98% chance that’s a horse standing on top of a lush green field” when there is actually an alligator in the image, not a horse), but we are nonetheless interested in understanding the extent to which these confidence estimations play a role in one’s trust or distrust of a given caption.

Congruence. We conducted a Wilcoxon Signed-rank test for each of the dependent variables (D, T, U1, U2, U3). We found significant differences between congruence levels for trust and all three understanding questions (Table 5). There was no significant difference in detail. (People found tweets with high congruence to be more trustworthy (M=2.0 vs. 1.9, three-point scale for T) and more helpful (3.9 vs. 3.6 for U1, 3.7 vs 3.5 for U2, 3.8 vs. 3.6 for U3, five-point scales).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U1</td>
<td>Z=-2.59</td>
<td>p&lt;0.01</td>
<td>r=0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U1</td>
<td>Z=-4.62</td>
<td>p&lt;0.01</td>
<td>r=0.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2</td>
<td>Z=-2.88</td>
<td>p&lt;0.01</td>
<td>r=0.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2</td>
<td>Z=-2.73</td>
<td>p&lt;0.01</td>
<td>r=0.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Results of Wilcoxon Signed-rank test showing significant differences in congruence for trust, understanding.

We also examined subsets of tweets (only high congruence tweets and only low congruence tweets) to consider whether there were significant differences between conditions (i.e., simple effects for positive vs. negative framing or for numeric vs. natural language abstraction for the two levels of congruency). We conducted a Mann-Whitney’s U test for each of the dependent variables in the two subsets of the data.

When we looked only at tweets with low congruence, we saw significant differences in trust (mean ranks of positive and negative framing were 214 and 191, respectively; U=17194, Z=-3.37, p<0.01, r=0.17 for T); people who received negatively framed captions trusted incongruent captions significantly less often than people who received positively framed captions (M=1.8 vs. 2.0 for T, three-point scale). This would suggest that people faced with negative framing are more distrusting of incongruent captions. There was no difference in trust when congruence was high.

We also saw significant differences in understanding. Understanding of the image (U1) was significantly different both when the tweets were highly congruent (mean ranks of positive and negative framing were 185 and 211, respectively; U=16870, Z=-2.36, p<0.02, r=0.12 for U1) and highly incongruent (mean ranks of positive and negative framing were 220 and 187, respectively; U=16076, Z=-3.19, p<0.01, r=0.16 for U1). People who received negatively framed captions found the captions with high congruence to be more helpful to understanding the image (M=4.0 vs. 3.8 for U1, five-point scale) and the captions with low congruence to be less helpful (M= 3.4 vs. 3.8 for U1, five-point scale). This is ideal, as our goal is to encourage BVIPs to rely less on a caption that might be incorrect. People who received positively framed captions found captions with low congruence to be more helpful. This suggests that people who received positively phrased captions felt these mismatched captions added to their understanding of the image. Given that all four of our incongruent captions were at least partially wrong, it could be dangerous for an individual to make a decision off the provided caption alone.
Negatively phrased captions better encouraged a lower level of reliance on incongruent captions, and a higher level of reliance on congruent captions.

Confidence. We again conducted a Wilcoxon Signed-rank test for each of the dependent variables (D, T, U1, U2, U3) and only found a significant effect of confidence on trust ($Z=-2.26$, $p<0.03$, $r=0.11$). People trusted tweets with high reported confidence significantly more than tweets with low reported confidence (M=2.0 vs. 1.96). This makes intuitive sense, although we note again that the reported confidence and the actual accuracy of a caption may not always be well matched.

We also examined subsets of tweets by confidence, using Mann-Whitney's U tests. For tweets with low confidence, we found a significant difference in detail depending on the framing of the caption (mean ranks of positive and negative framing were 183 and 212, respectively; $U=16633$, $Z=-2.86$, $p<0.01$, $r=0.14$ for D). When tweets reported low confidence, people found negatively framed captions significantly more detailed than positively framed captions (M=2.0 vs. 1.8).

DISCUSSION

In our contextual inquiry, we saw that BVIPs are trusting of automatically-generated captions, even when they don’t make sense. They filled in details or built unsupported narratives to resolve these differences, rather than suspect that captions might be wrong, even when we warned them the captions were authored by a fallible computer algorithm. We conducted an online experiment where we learned that a) our findings from the contextual inquiry study are consistent across a larger sample size and b) negatively framed captions are more appropriate for encouraging appropriate skepticism in uncertain captions (i.e., where congruence and/or confidence are low).

Thus, we recommend that automatically generated captions be phrased in a way that reinforces the possibility the caption might be wrong (negative framing). As there were no significant differences in results between the natural language and numeric groups, we leave decisions of abstraction up to the designers.

Negatively framed captions help BVIPs rely more on their intuition about a caption, rather than unquestioningly trusting a caption and making decisions based off misinformation. This may encourage people to seek a second opinion on the content of an image before taking an action (e.g., retweeting) and risking social embarrassment if they are wrong. While getting a second opinion for every image might be burdensome or inconvenient, the results of our experimental online study suggest that negatively framed captions help encourage skepticism most in situations where that second opinion is most important; where congruence and/or confidence are low and the risk of incorrectness is high.

There is a broader implication here, as well; while there is a great deal of current research on modelling uncertainty in intelligent systems, there is very little on communicating that uncertainty. In fact, there is even research on how to encourage people to have more trust in these intelligent systems (e.g., [1,2,15,30]). The problem here is that even the best intelligent systems or agents do make mistakes, and when there is complete trust in these systems there can also be consequences, be that social embarrassment from retweeting an image because of false information or even safety risks in the case of self-driving cars. While we, of course, encourage researchers to continue working toward improving the accuracy of these systems, we also stress the importance of being able to effectively communicate uncertainty to users so they can make more appropriately decide how to behave or how much trust to place in a system. In our work, we took an initial step toward investigating ways of engendering skepticism in situations of uncertainty, recognizing that there are many other contexts where a similar investigation would be valuable.

CONCLUSION

We conducted a small contextual inquiry where we learned that blind and visually impaired people are very trusting of even incorrect AI-generated captions, filling in details to reconcile incongruencies rather than suspecting the caption may be wrong. They described being skilled at detecting incorrect captions and as being consistent about double-checking, but this was not reflected in their behaviour. We then conducted an online experiment to validate these findings on a larger scale. Through this study, we additionally learned that negatively framed captions are best suited to encouraging distrust in incongruent or low confidence captions.

This work provided the first evaluation of full sentence algorithmically generated image captions with blind and visually impaired people, and our results have implications towards how to better adapt existing captioning systems for accessibility scenarios, such as describing social media images. This was also an initial step toward investigating ways of encouraging distrust in cases of uncertainty by intelligent systems, and we encourage researchers to pursue these questions of effective communication of that uncertainty in other domains as well.
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